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Introduction 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance provides an integrated high-performance data protection solution that is 

ideal as a backup and recovery system for all workloads. It has unique coengineered capability with 

Oracle Database and Oracle engineered systems that can reduce backup and recovery time by more 

than half and total cost of ownership by up to four times compared to competitive products. 

Furthermore, Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance maximizes the return on investment (ROI) with the ability 

to be used for development, test, reporting, data analytics, consolidation, and more. 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance software has been specifically tuned for Oracle Recovery Manager 

(Oracle RMAN) Direct NFS (dNFS) backup and restore. dNFS bypasses the kernel NFS of the 

operating system and provides a lighter-weight, lower-overhead, highly parallel mechanism for 

transferring data between Oracle Database and the NAS storage. The end result is higher data 

throughput performance and greater fault tolerance. 

This paper provides guidance for selecting an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance configuration and 

instructions for configuring an existing Oracle Real Application Clusters (Oracle RAC) 11g or 12c 

database environment for Oracle RMAN backup and restore across Ethernet with an Oracle ZFS 

Storage Appliance cluster. Most of the information, however, can be adapted to single instances of 

Oracle Databases and/or to configurations of Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance that have a single storage 

controller. 

This paper is intended for Oracle Database storage administrators already familiar with Oracle 

Database and Linux or Oracle Solaris environments. It is applicable to all Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance models that run software levels OS8.6 and later. 

Documentation Conventions 
All steps outlined in this document are discussed using the browser user interface (BUI). A command-line interface 
(CLI) is also available, but using the CLI is outside the scope of this document. 

The navigation directive through the BUI is in the following format: 

BUI -> Top Menu Selection -> Submenu Selection -> Subitem 1 -> Subitem 2 -> … 

or 

BUI -> Top Menu Selection -> Submenu Selection -> Subitem 1 -> +(Tag) 

“BUI” represents the starting point after logging in to the BUI. 

“Top Menu Selection” represents the menu options at the top of the BUI. 
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“Submenu Selection” represents the menu options just below the Top Menu Selection that correspond to the 
chosen Top Menu Selection. 

“Subitem” represents the dynamic content that is displayed below the Submenu Selection that corresponds to the 
chosen Top Menu Selection and Submenu Selection. The Subitem can either be a known value, such as Protocols, 
or a user configuration-specific value, such as <share name>. It can also include a directive such as “double-click.” 

“+(Tag)” is a directive that indicates clicking the plus sign (+) that appears next to the indicated Tag; the directive is 
typically on the left side of the Tag. 

For example, to navigate to the screen provided in the following figure, the directive would be 

BUI -> Shares -> Projects -> <double-click desired project> -> Filesystems 

which would be interpreted as 

1. Log in to the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance BUI. 
2. Click Shares in the top menu. 
3. Click Projects in the submenu. 
4. Double-click the project that will be viewed. 
5. Click Filesystems. 

If the directive had also included “+(Filesystems),” it would have indicated clicking the plus sign (+) to the left of the 
Filesystems label. 

The “->” directive shorthand is used to enhance document readability. 

 

Figure 1. Share listing example 

Solution Overview 
For the purpose of Oracle Database Oracle RMAN backup and restore, Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance can either be 
integrated directly into an existing production networking environment or into a dedicated storage network. A best 
practice is to use a storage network, because it would isolate the backup environment, dedicate network resources 
for optimal performance, and limit the impact to the running databases during backup. The main components of the 
backup solution are the database servers, network switches, and Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance cluster, as shown 
in the following figure. 
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Figure 2. Oracle RMAN backup and restore reference configuration 

Even though Figure 2 depicts two Oracle Database servers, the same network and Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 
setup is used for single database server (single-instance) installations as well as Oracle RAC configurations with 
many more servers. 

Redundant network switches and clustered storage controllers provide for the greatest performance throughput, 
high availability, and fault tolerance. 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance clusters consist of two storage controllers that are interconnected via cluster 
heartbeat adapters and cables. Storage controllers can also be referred to as storage heads or storage nodes. The 
terminology is interchangeable. The storage controllers are typically configured in an active-active mode, where both 
storage controllers are running independent network and storage resources. However, in the case of a storage 
controller failover event, the resources of the relinquishing storage controller are transferred to the remaining storage 
controller where processing continues uninterrupted (resource takeover). After the relinquishing storage controller is 
fully operational again, its resources can be transferred back for normal processing (resource failback). 

During configuration, each storage controller is assigned network ports and addresses, dedicated disk resources 
(pool), and NFS shares tailored to the performance needs of the Oracle RMAN backup type. The traditional Oracle 
RMAN backup set type shares are tuned with the largest block sizes to maximize performance. The Oracle RMAN 
image copy/incremental update type shares are tuned with smaller block sizes to maximize performance during the 
image update phase of the backup. 

Once Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance configuration is complete, the database servers need to be configured at the 
operating system level, and modifications need to be made to the Oracle Database home, services, and databases. 
The operating system requires NFS mounts of the storage controller shares and may require some tuning of system 
settings for optimal performance. Oracle Database must be configured to run using dNFS, the oranfstab file must 
be updated with the storage controller file system mapping, and new services should be created for Oracle RMAN 
backup and restore utilization. 
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Lastly, the Oracle RMAN backup and restore scripts need to be created using the storage controller shares, the 
backup services, and the proper number of targeted disk channels for optimal performance for the particular 
database. 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance Features Overview 
Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance hardware configurations are extremely flexible and can be tailored to individual 
business needs. This flexibility includes 

» Either midrange or high-end storage controllers, configured as single-controller or high-availability dual-controller 
clusters 

» Varying numbers and types of network connectivity 
» A selection of high-capacity or high-performance disk trays 
» A varying number of disk trays and the ability to add more disk trays in the future (up to model maximums) 
» The ability to add read flash cache (L2ARC) to supplement DRAM cache (ARC) 
» The ability to add write flash accelerators to improve performance for small block and random I/O write workloads 
» The ability to customize characteristics at the individual share level (block size, compression, and encryption) 
» The ability to replicate shares to another Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 

These hardware features are controlled by Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance management software, which is 
accessible via the BUI, the CLI, or the REST API. Through this management software, the administrator is able to 
provision storage, create shares, assign share attributes (such as share size, block size, compression, encryption, 
read cache usage, and write cache usage), and monitor detailed resource statistics using Oracle ZFS Storage 
Appliance Advanced Analytics. 

Prior to the Oracle ZFS Storage ZS5-2 and Oracle ZFS Storage ZS5-4 appliances, L2ARC solid-state drives (SSDs) 
were installed directly into available slots in the controller. A limitation of this architecture is that a controller resource 
takeover would not include the read cache SSDs of the abdicating controller. Thus, the contents would be lost and 
could be reintroduced (“warmed up”) only once the controller’s resources were failed back. This greatly affected 
read-intensive workloads both while the controller was taken over as well as immediately after the resources were 
failed back. 

Starting with Oracle ZFS Storage ZS5-2 and Oracle ZFS Storage ZS5-4, the L2ARC SSDs are installed in the disk 
trays similar to the write log devices. This new feature allows the read cache SSDs to follow the pool resources 
during controller takeover and failback, greatly reducing the impact to read-intensive workloads during and after 
these events. 

For more information on available Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance models and software features, refer to 
oracle.com/storage/nas/index.html. 

Hardware Planning and Considerations for Oracle RMAN Backup and Restore 
The model and configuration of Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance needed is dependent on its expected utilization. Will 
it be strictly used for backup and restore? Or, will it be used for additional business purposes such as general file 
shares or test database hosting? What type of backup strategy will be used—traditional backup sets or image 
copy/incremental updates? What is the recovery time objective (RTO)? The answers to these questions will 
determine what configuration will be best suited to the environment. 
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General-Purpose Storage Configuration 

In the case where Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance will be configured for general use beyond backup and restore, 
Oracle recommends the following configuration: 

» Dual Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance storage controllers (cluster) run in an active-active configuration to provide 
high availability and best resource utilization. 

» Maximum DRAM configuration to provide for the fastest level of controller read and write caching in a  
general-purpose environment. If the storage will be used only for backup and restore, the minimum DRAM 
configuration can be selected. 

» Twenty-disk storage tray configuration to allow the flexibility of adding write log and/or read cache SSDs, or 
additional standard hard disk drives (HDDs), as needed. The twenty-disk configuration (compared to the  
twenty-four-disk configuration) leaves four of the slots available. These slots can later be configured with either all 
HDDs, or with read cache or write log SSDs in multiples of two. 

» Four write log SSDs per four disk trays to accommodate best performance in general mixed read/write workloads. 
» Two mirrored profiles with no single point of failure (NSPF) disk pools, each configured with half of the available 

disks, which gives each controller ownership of one pool and minimizes the number of pools providing the best 
possible performance. The NSPF option is recommended for the highest data availability. A mirrored profile is 
recommended for best read performance. 

Read cache SSDs can be included, as well. However, they are needed only if the controller DRAM is exhausted and 
additional cache is necessary. Both read cache SSDs (read-optimized) and write log SSDs (write-optimized) can be 
added to the pools at a later time (if disk slots are available in the disk trays). 

Storage Configuration Based on Oracle RMAN Backup Strategy 

Oracle RMAN allows for backups to either be in the form of traditional backup sets or binary image copies. 

Oracle RMAN Backup Set Strategy (Traditional) 

The Oracle RMAN backup set strategy typically entails performing a full level 0 backup weekly and incremental 
backups daily, capturing only the changes since the last incremental or full backup. Because Oracle RMAN streams 
the backup to Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance, a larger block size (1 MB) is typically configured on the target share. 
For this reason, a single-parity, narrow-stripe disk profile can be used instead of a mirrored disk profile. Storage 
capacity will increase, backup (write) performance might increase, but restore (read) performance might be 
sacrificed. If Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance will be used only as a backup target and storage capacity is more 
important than recovery time, then a double-parity disk profile can also be used. Backup performance, however, will 
be about the same as with single parity. It is recommended that experiments be conducted in the target 
backup/restore environment before committing to either of the parity disk profiles. However, if Oracle ZFS Storage 
Appliance will not be used only for backup and restore, a mirrored profile is preferred. 

The streaming nature of the Oracle RMAN backup set strategy makes write log SSDs unnecessary. Even if write log 
SSDs are configured in the pool (as with a general-purpose configuration), the Oracle RMAN backup target share 
will be configured to ignore them. Similarly, because database recovery operations are relatively infrequent, an 
Oracle RMAN backup set restore will not benefit from read cache SSDs. The Oracle RMAN backup target share will 
also be configured to ignore read cache SSDs, if they are present. Thus, if Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance will be 
used only as a backup target, no SSDs are required and the unpopulated disk storage tray slots should be filled with 
HDDs. 
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Oracle RMAN Image Copy Strategy 

The Oracle RMAN image copy strategy entails creating an initial full, binary copy of the database files and then only 
incremental updates thereafter. Periodically, based on the backup administrator’s settings, an older incremental 
backup is merged with the full backup to create a new full backup. This provides for an “incremental forever” 
approach for the backup. This method is not recommended for databases that have more than a 3 percent daily 
change rate, because the merge operation consumes additional database server resources in order to process the 
changes. This increases the backup/merge window and potentially reduces database performance. Also, the binary 
image copy even copies unallocated data blocks, so the full backup copy will not shrink, even if data is deleted from 
the database. Comparatively, the Oracle RMAN backup set method does not back up unused data and, therefore, 
produces a smaller backup footprint. 

The Oracle RMAN image copy incremental update operation reads the data from the backup target and modifies the 
full backup; therefore, read and write performance of the shares is critical. Both a mirrored disk profile and write log 
SSDs are necessary to achieve the best results. Whereas the Oracle RMAN backup set strategy always performs 
streaming sequential writes and reads, the Oracle RMAN image copy strategy performs only the streaming writes 
during the initial database copy and during the incremental image copy backup. The subsequent incremental 
updates consist of the sequential streaming reads of the designated incremental image copy, but then small block 
writes are performed to update the full image copy. The write log SSDs greatly enhance the performance of these 
small block writes. As with the Oracle RMAN backup set strategy, read cache SSDs are not necessary and will not 
enhance performance. 

Storage Controller Configuration and High Availability 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance can be configured either as a single controller or with two clustered storage 
controllers. The clustered storage controllers can either be run in an active-active or an active-passive manner. In an 
active-active configuration, the resources of Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance (network and storage) are spread across 
the two storage controllers, thereby allowing for the full utilization of the processing power and memory (ARC) of 
each controller. During a storage controller failover event, all of the one storage controller’s resources are 
transferred to the surviving controller (with a small service pause), which takes over and continues servicing storage 
requests for both controllers. In an active-passive configuration, all of the resources are configured and running on 
one storage controller (as in a single-controller configuration), and the passive storage controller waits until a failover 
event is required, when it then assumes all of the resources and continues servicing the storage requests. 

The recommended best practice is to use Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance in a clustered, active-active model. This 
provides for the best performance and highest availability. Periodically, the storage controllers will require software 
updates which force a system reboot. This reboot causes a system outage in a single storage controller 
configuration. A clustered configuration allows for the upgrade of one storage controller while the second storage 
controller is still in production operation. So, there is no interruption of service or scheduled down time required. 
Additionally, the active-active mode allows for the best utilization of the available computing resources. 

Storage Controller Memory Options 

Some Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance models have the option of selecting either the base memory configuration or a 
higher memory configuration. The base memory option is all that is needed when the system will be used only for 
backup and restore. Because restores are typically infrequent, there is no benefit from having more system memory. 
However, if Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance will be in a mixed-use environment, the higher memory configuration can 
be particularly advantageous in highly repetitive read environments. Understanding the use and sizing of all the 
applications that will access the storage is important for sizing the memory appropriately. 
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Network Connection Links 

The network interfaces on Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance controllers can be configured as dedicated links or as 
shared, virtual network interfaces (VNICs). Typically, the network ports are dedicated to maintain network 
throughput during failover events. For example, port 1 of an Ethernet HBA can be assigned as a resource to the first 
storage controller. Port 1 of the same positioned Ethernet HBA in the second storage controller would not be 
assigned as a resource. Thus, when the failover event takes place and the resources from the first storage controller 
are transferred to the second storage controller, the network resource continues to have full bandwidth during the 
first storage controller outage. 

Rather than leaving the network resource (port 1 on the second storage controller) unused during normal,  
two-controller operation, two VNICs can be created on those network interfaces. One VNIC would be assigned as a 
resource to the first storage controller and the second VNIC would be assigned to the second storage controller. 
This provides for better network connection utilization during normal operation with two storage controllers. When a 
failover event occurs, both VNICs would be serviced from the same network port, thereby potentially cutting the 
network performance of that port in half. Use VNIC configurations only when possible reduced performance during 
failover situations can be tolerated. 

Configuring Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance for Oracle RMAN Backup and Restore 
The following sections provide the detailed best-practices configuration settings of Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance for 
Oracle RMAN backup and restore. 

Configuring NFS Threads 

Earlier versions of Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance software initially set the number of NFS server threads to 500. 
This value should be increased to a minimum of 1,000 threads. This setting is accessible via the BUI -> 
Configuration -> Services -> NFS configuration form as the Maximum # of server threads parameter, as shown 
in the following figure. 
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Figure 3. Setting the maximum number of server threads  

Network Connection Configuration 

The following sections outline the steps needed to configure Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance networking for IPMP 
groups. 

Configuring Datalinks 

Before the IPMP network group can be created, each of the individual network ports needs to be configured as 
available datalinks. From one storage controller node, create the datalink by navigating to BUI -> Configuration -> 
Network -> +(Datalinks). Then, in the presented dialog box, do the following: 

1. Enter a meaningful name in the Name field. 
2. Click the Custom button, and verify that 9000 (bytes) is entered for Max Transmission Unit (MTU). 
3. Select the applicable button corresponding with the datalink device. 
4. Click the Apply button to finish. 

Repeat these steps for each network port. An example dialog box is shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 4. Network Datalink definition dialog box 

If VNICs will be used, they need to be created on top of an already defined datalink. To add a VNIC, create another 
datalink. In this dialog box, do the following: 

1. Select the VNIC checkbox. 
2. Enter a meaningful name in the Name field. 
3. Click the Custom button, and verify that 9000 (bytes) is entered for Max Transmission Unit (MTU). 
4. Select the applicable button corresponding with the previously created datalink. 
5. Click the Apply button to finish. 

Repeat these steps to create two VNICs per datalink. An example dialog box is shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure 5. VNIC definition dialog box 
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Configuring Interfaces 

An interface must be created for each datalink (or VNIC) that is created to be accessible to an IPMP port group. 
From one storage controller node, create the datalink by navigating to BUI -> Configuration -> Network -> 
+(Interfaces). In the presented dialog box, do the following: 

1. Enter a meaningful name in the Name field. 
2. Verify that the Enable Interface checkbox is selected. 
3. Verify that the Use IPv4 Protocol checkbox is selected. 
4. Select Static Address List from the Configure with menu. 
5. Enter 0.0.0.0/8 in the Address/Mask field. 
6. Select the button corresponding with the target datalink. 
7. Click the Apply button to finish. 

Perform these steps for each of the target datalinks (or VNICs). An example dialog box is shown in the following 
figure. 

 

Figure 6. Network Interface definition dialog box 

Configuring IPMP Groups 

The next step is to create the IPMP groups and assign the IP addresses. The best practice is to put only two active 
interfaces into an IPMP group and, similarly, assign two IP addresses for the group (one address per port is the rule 
of thumb).  

The two interfaces selected for the IPMP group should be located on two separate physical HBAs. For example, 
ixgbe8 and ixgbe9 are ports on the 10 GbE HBA in storage controller slot 5, and ixgbe10 and ixgbe11 are ports on 
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the 10 GbE HBA in storage controller slot 6. The IPMP group should include one port from the slot 5 HBA and one 
port from the slot 6 HBA. This ensures that operations will continue if one of the two 10 GbE HBAs fails. 

To add an IPMP group, create another interface. In the presented dialog box, do the following: 

1. Enter a meaningful name in the Name field. 
2. Verify that the Enable Interface checkbox is selected. 
3. Verify that the Use IPv4 Protocol checkbox is selected. 
4. Select Static Address List from the Configure with menu. 
5. Click the plus sign (+) next to the Address/Mask field to open a second address field. 
6. Enter the desired IP addresses and respective subnet masks in the two Address/Mask fields. 
7. Select the IP Multipathing Group checkbox. 
8. Select the checkboxes corresponding with the two target interfaces, and verify that their status menu displays 

Active. 
9. Click the Apply button to finish. 

An example dialog box is shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure 7. IPMP group definition dialog box 

A second IPMP group should be created with the remaining interfaces. The second IPMP group can be created 
from the BUI of the same storage controller. If it is, the IPMP group ownership needs to be assigned to the second 
storage controller through the BUI -> Configuration -> Cluster screen. Otherwise, the IPMP group can be created 
from the second storage controller’s BUI, which automatically assigns ownership of the group to the second storage 
controller. 
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Pool Configuration 

The best practice for pool configuration is to have two pools, where each storage controller has normal ownership of 
one pool. This distributes the number of disk spindles equally between the two storage controllers and provides for 
balanced performance. For highest availability, each pool should be configured with the NSPF option, which ensures 
operation even if an entire disk tray were to be unexpectedly taken offline. 

As discussed in the “Hardware Planning and Considerations for Oracle RMAN Backup and Restore” section, the 
best practice for a dedicated, traditional backup environment is to either use a single-parity, narrow-stripes data 
profile (for higher disk capacity) or a mirrored storage profile (for a faster restore rate). For an image 
copy/incremental update environment or a mixed-use environment, the best practice is to use the mirrored storage 
profile. No read cache or write log SSDs are needed for a dedicated, traditional backup environment. However, an 
image copy/incremental merge or a mixed-use environment can benefit from these SSDs. Consult with Oracle Sales 
to determine the best storage configuration for the targeted environment. 

Starting with Oracle ZFS Storage ZS5-2 and Oracle ZFS Storage ZS5-4, read cache SSDs are no longer located in 
the storage controller. Instead, the read cache SSDs are located directly in the disk trays, similar to the write log 
SSDs. This architecture enables the read cache SSDs to transfer operation to the other storage controller during a 
failover event. With earlier Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance models, pools that include read cache SSDs must be 
created from the storage controller that owns the pool. The devices cannot be added from the other storage 
controller. 

To create a storage pool, navigate to BUI -> Configuration -> Storage -> +(Available Pools). From the dialog box, 
do the following: 

1. Provide a meaningful name in the Pool name field and click the Apply button. 
2. Select half of the available disks from each disk tray from the numeric menus. 
3. If write log SSDs will be included in the pool, select half of the available write log SSDs from each tray from the 

corresponding numeric menus. 
4. If read cache SSDs will be included in the pool 

» For Oracle ZFS Storage ZS5-2 and Oracle ZFS Storage ZS5-4 models, select half of the available read 
cache SSDs from each tray from the corresponding numeric menus. 

» For earlier models, select all of the available read cache SSDs in the storage controller from the 
corresponding numeric menu. 

5. Click the Commit button. 
6. Select the desired data profile from the list, ensuring that the profile selected has Yes in the NSPF column. 
7. If write logs are included in the pool, select the Log Profile tab and verify that the Striped Log data profile is 

selected. 
8. Click the Commit button to complete pool creation. 
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Examples for the disk data profile selection and the log profile selection are shown in the following figures. 

Figure 8. Data Profile tab, which is used for specifying the disk storage profile  

 

 

Figure 9. Log Profile tab, which is used for specifying the write log profile 

Similarly, create the second pool with the remaining resources. If the second pool contains read cache SSDs and is 
on a model earlier than Oracle ZFS Storage ZS5-2 or Oracle ZFS Storage ZS5-4, it needs to be created from the 
second storage controller’s BUI. This allows the correct read cache SSDs to be assigned to the pool and pool 
ownership will default to that storage controller. If the second pool is created through the BUI of the first storage 
controller, its ownership needs to be assigned in the BUI - > Configuration -> Cluster screen. 

Cluster Resource Validation 

Verify that the network and pool resources are correctly distributed across the two storage controllers by navigating 
to the BUI -> Configuration -> Cluster display screen. The screen displays the state of the cluster, along with the 
owner of individual resources, and which storage controller is currently hosting the resource. 
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Verify that each storage controller owns one of the IPMP group interfaces and one of the storage pools. Verify that 
each storage controller is hosting the resource that it owns. It might be necessary to perform a combination of 
takeover and failback actions to change resource ownership and return the resource to being hosted by the owning 
storage controller. A takeover action will force all of the resources from the other storage controller to be hosted by 
the storage controller that requests the takeover. This action will also force the surrendering storage controller to 
reboot. The ownership of a resource can be changed only when all of the resources are hosted by one storage 
controller. Once the storage controller has rebooted and rejoined the cluster, a failback action from the initiating 
storage controller can be used to return the owning resources to the rebooted storage controller. 

Project and Share Configuration 

To distribute the Oracle RMAN backup and restore workload across the two storage controllers, a project and a 
target backup share must exist on each pool. Project and share creation needs to be performed from the BUI of 
each storage controller. 

A default project will already exist on each pool. The best practice is to create a new project specifically intended for 
Oracle RMAN backup shares. This helps compartmentalize the backup data, enables simple project-level 
replication, and can help in isolating information while using Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance analytics (discussed 
later in the “Performance Monitoring” section). 

To create a new project, navigate to BUI -> Shares -> Projects -> +(Projects). In the dialog box, enter a 
meaningful name in the Name field and click the Apply button. Perform this action on each storage controller to 
create a new project on each pool. 

The next step is to create a share (or shares) within the new projects. For traditional Oracle RMAN backup set 
configurations, only one share needs to be created. For image copy/increment update configurations, one share is 
needed in each project to capture the image copy data, and only one share on either of the two projects is needed to 
hold the incremental update data. 

The best-practice settings for the share types are listed in the following table. 

TABLE 1: BEST-PRACTICE SETTINGS FOR ORACLE RMAN BACKUP AND RESTORE SHARES 

Setting 
Traditional Oracle RMAN 
Backup Set Share 

Oracle RMAN Image Copy 
Share 

Oracle RMAN Image 
Incremental Update Share 

Share location One share on each pool One share on each pool Only one share on either pool 

Compression LZJB LZJB LZJB 

Cache device usage Do not use cache devices Latency Do not use cache devices 

Synchronous write bias Throughput All data and metadata Throughput 

Database record size 1 M 32 K 1 M 

 

To create a share, navigate to BUI -> Shares -> +(Filesystems) to open the Create Filesystem dialog box. 

1. Select the appropriate project from the Project menu. 
2. Enter a meaningful name in the Name field. 
3. Enter the user ID (UID) and group ID (GID) for the oracle user. (Use the id command to determine this on 

UNIX systems.) 
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4. Set all the user and group permissions to yellow, except set the write permission to Other (the equivalent of 
775). 

5. Click the Apply button to finish. 

An example dialog box is shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure 10. Create Filesystem dialog box 

Double-click the newly created share (or click the pencil icon at the right) to edit the share. On the General tab, 
modify the share properties according to the values provided in Table 1. Deselect Inherit from project to allow the 
edits. Click the Apply button to confirm the edits. An example form where a traditional Oracle RMAN backup set 
share is modified is shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 11. Example file system General tab dialog box 

The share also needs to allow read/write root directory access. The steps are as follows: 

1. Click the Protocols tab and deselect the checkbox corresponding with the Inherit from project field. 
2. Click the plus sign next to NFS Exceptions until the number of line items equals the number of database servers 

that will connect to the share. 
3. Verify that the Type field is set to Host (FQDN) or Netgroup for each line item. 
4. In the Entity field of each line item, enter one fully qualified host name (for example, server.example.com) for 

each database server. 
5. Change Share Mode for each line item to Read/Write using the corresponding menu. 
6. Select the Root Access checkbox of each line item. 
7. Click the Apply button to commit the changes. 

These steps must be repeated for each share on both pools. An example Protocols dialog box is shown in the 
following figure. 
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Figure 12. Example Protocols tab NFS dialog box 

At this point, Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance configuration is complete. 

Oracle Database Server Configuration 
The following sections provide the NFS mount configuration and system-specific configuration best practices for 
Oracle Linux 5, Oracle Linux 6, and Oracle Solaris 11 environments. 

Configuring Oracle Linux Environments 

To use NFSv3, services and locking protocols must be enabled according to the version of Linux used. 

For Oracle Linux 5 systems, run the following commands on each database server to enable the portmap, nfslock, 
and NFS services: 

root# chkconfig portmap on 

root# service portmap start 

root# chkconfig nfslock on 

root# service nfslock start 

root# chkconfig nfs on 

root# service nfs start 

For Oracle Linux 6 systems, run the following commands on each database server to allow read access of the 
hosts.allow and hosts.deny files and to enable the rpcbind, nfslock, and NFS services: 

root# chmod 644 /etc/hosts.allow 

root# chmod 644 /etc/hosts.deny 

root# chkconfig rpcbind on 

root# service rpcbind start 

root# chkconfig nfslock on 

root# service nfslock start 

root# chkconfig nfs on 

root# service nfs start 
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The newly created shares must also be NFS-mounted to all of the database servers. The /etc/fstab file should 
be updated to include the new shares, but needs to be associated with only one of the IP addresses in the IPMP 
groups created on each storage controller. (The oranfstab file will be used later to map all IPMP addresses to the 
file system.) Create local directories to associate with each share. Create the mount entries with the following mount 
options: 

» NFSv3: rw,bg,hard,nointr,rsize=1048576,wsize=1048576,tcp,vers=3,timeo=600 
» NFSv4: rw,bg,hard,nointr,rsize=1048576,wsize=1048576,tcp,vers=4,timeo=600 

Verify that each share has oracle user ownership and a modifier of 775. 

Configuring Oracle Solaris 11 Environments 

The /etc/system file of each database server should have the following entries added: 

set rpcmod:clnt_max_conns = 8 

set nfs:nfs3_bsize=1048576 

set nfs:nfs4_bsize=1048576 

The server needs to be rebooted for the changes to take effect. 

The TCP settings need to be modified to enable the best performance. The following command provides current 
settings for max_buf, send_buf, and recv_buf. The correct current settings are shown. 

root# ipadm show-prop -p max_buf,send_buf,recv_buf tcp 

PROTO PROPERTY    PERM CURRENT    PERSISTENT   DEFAULT      POSSIBLE 

tcp   max_buf     rw   2091752    --           1048576      1048576-1073741824 

tcp   send_buf    rw   1048576    --           49152        4096-2091752 

tcp   recv_buf    rw   1048576    --           128000       2048-2091752 

root# 

If the settings do not match what is shown above, the following commands can be used to make the changes: 

root# ipadm set-prop -p max_buf=2097152 tcp 

root# ipadm set-prop -p send_buf=1048576 tcp 

root# ipadm set-prop -p recv_buf=1048576 tcp 

These TCP settings must be changed on each database server that will be connected to Oracle ZFS Storage 
Appliance shares. 

The NFS client must be running to mount NFS shares upon reboots. Start the NFS client using the following 
command: 

root# svcadm –v enable –r network/nfs/client 

The newly created shares must also be NFS-mounted to all of the database servers. The /etc/vfstab file should 
be updated to include the new shares, but needs to be associated with only one of the IP addresses in IPMP groups 
created on each storage controller. Create local directories to associate with each share. Create the mount entries 
with the following mount options: 

» NFSv3: rw,bg,hard,nointr,rsize=1048576,wsize=1048576,proto=tcp,vers=3 
» NFSv4: rw,bg,hard,nointr,rsize=1048576,wsize=1048576,proto=tcp,vers=4 

Verify that each share has oracle user ownership and a modifier of 775. 
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Oracle Database Configuration 
The databases and database homes need to be modified accordingly to enable and utilize dNFS. The following 
sections provide the steps for proper dNFS configuration. 

Enabling dNFS 

Oracle Database 12c has dNFS enabled by default. Oracle Database 11g, however, has it disabled by default. To 
enable dNFS, execute the following command as the oracle user on each database server: 

oracle# make –f $ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/lib/ins_rdbms.mk dnfs_on 

Each database instance running from this $ORACLE_HOME needs to be restarted before dNFS is activated for that 
database. 

dNFS operation can be confirmed in the database by reviewing the specific database alert log for a message from 
the Oracle Data Mining component of Oracle Advanced Analytics after database startup. The message will be 
similar to the one below: 

Oracle instance running with ODM: Oracle Direct NFS ODM Library Version 3.0 

Additionally, dNFS activity can be confirmed with the following SQL query: 

SQL> select * from v$dnfs_servers 

Configuring the oranfstab File 

The oranfstab file provides the resource mapping between database server local IP addresses, storage controller 
IP addresses, and NFS mount points. It enables dNFS to perform load balancing across the defined interfaces, 
which greatly reduces potential system bottlenecks such as network interface bandwidth and TCP/IP buffering. 

In the oranfstab file, specific keywords are used within the definitions: 

» server: an arbitrary name for the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance storage controller connection 
» local: the local database server IP address to be defined 
» path: the storage controller IP address to map 
» export: the NFS share mount point on the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance storage controller (same as 
fstab/vfstab) 

» mount: the database server local share mount point (same as fstab/vfstab) 
» nfs_version: needed only when specifying NFSv4; the default is NFSv3 

The oranfstab file is found/created in the $ORACLE_HOME/dbs or /etc directories, and must be configured on 
each database server (matching the local IP addresses of each database server). 

An example basic oranfstab file is provided below: 

server: storage-server-node-1 

local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.100 

local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.101 

export: /export/backup/share1  mount: /zfssa/share1 

server: storage-server-node-2 

local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.102 

local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.103 

export: /export/backup/share2  mount: /zfssa/share2 
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In the previous example, the database server (IP address 192.168.40.1) defines a path to the first storage 
controller’s two IPMP addresses of 192.168.40.100 and 192.168.40.101, and defines a second path from its IP 
address to the second storage controller’s two IPMP addresses of 192.168.40.102 and 192.168.40.103. Similar to 
what would be in the operating system’s mount file (vfstab or fstab), the shares exported from the storage 
controllers are referenced locally from the /zfssa directory. Because there is no nfs_version definition, the 
default version of NFSv3 will be used. This configuration would be fairly standard for a traditional backup set data 
protection environment. 

The next example provides a more-complex configuration including two active interfaces from the database server, 
four active interfaces per storage controller, an incremental update share for image copy merge, and using the 
NFSv4 protocol: 

server: storage-server-node-1 

local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.100 

local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.101 

local: 192.168.40.2  path: 192.168.40.102 

local: 192.168.40.2  path: 192.168.40.103 

nfs_version: nfsv4 

export: /export/backup/share1  mount: /zfssa/share1 

server: storage-server-node-2 

local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.104 

local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.105 

local: 192.168.40.2  path: 192.168.40.106 

local: 192.168.40.2  path: 192.168.40.107 

nfs_version: nfsv4 

export: /export/backup/share2  mount: /zfssa/share2 

export: /export/backup/update  mount: /zfssa/update 

Refer to Oracle Database documentation for additional oranfstab information. 

ARCHIVELOG Mode and Block Change Tracking 

The Oracle Database best practice is to run all databases with ARCHIVELOG mode turned on. ARCHIVELOG 
mode allows the online redo logs to be archived to another location before the available redo logs are overwritten. 
The benefits of this mode are the following: 

» Backups can be performed while the database is open and active. 
» Protection is provided in the event of media failure. 
» Database transactions that occurred after the most recent backup can be recovered. 
» Inconsistent backups can be used to restore the database. 

The ARCHIVELOG mode of the database can be determined by viewing the results of the following SQL statement: 

SQL> archive log list; 

Refer to Oracle Database documentation to plan and configure ARCHIVELOG mode. 
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Block change tracking is an Oracle RMAN feature that records changed blocks within a datafile. A full backup scans 
and backs up the full contents of datafiles. During an incremental backup, instead of scanning all data blocks to 
identify which blocks have changed, Oracle RMAN uses the block change tracking file to identify the changed blocks 
that need to be backed up, thereby improving incremental backup performance. Block change tracking does not 
need to be enabled if only full or level 0 backups will be used. 

To determine if block change tracking is enabled, execute the following SQL statement: 

SQL> SELECT status, filename FROM V$BLOCK_CHANGE_TRACKING; 

Refer to Oracle Database documentation for the steps required to plan and enable block change tracking. 

Configuring Oracle RMAN Backup Services 

Oracle RMAN backup services should be created and used to balance Oracle RMAN workloads across all Oracle 
RAC database servers accessing the database. Spreading a backup across multiple Oracle RAC database servers 
will improve performance, increase parallel tasks, and reduce utilization load on any single component. Oracle 
RMAN backup services will be automatically migrated to other database servers in the Oracle RAC system when the 
preferred instance is unavailable. 

The syntax for the srvctl add service command is 

srvctl add service -d <db_name> -r <preferred instance> -a <alternate 

instance(s)> -s <name for newly created service> 

An example of service configuration commands for a four-node Oracle RAC system with an ORACLE_SID of mydb 
is 

oracle# srvctl add service –d mydb –r mydb1 –a mydb2,mydb3,mydb4 –s mydb_bkup1 

oracle# srvctl add service –d mydb –r mydb2 –a mydb1,mydb3,mydb4 –s mydb_bkup2 

oracle# srvctl add service –d mydb –r mydb3 –a mydb1,mydb2,mydb4 –s mydb_bkup3 

oracle# srvctl add service –d mydb –r mydb4 –a mydb1,mydb2,mydb3 –s mydb_bkup4 

 

oracle# srvctl start service –d mydb 

 

oracle# srvctl status service –d mydb 

Service mydb_bkup1 is running on instance(s) mydb1 

Service mydb_bkup2 is running on instance(s) mydb2 

Service mydb_bkup3 is running on instance(s) mydb3 

Service mydb_bkup4 is running on instance(s) mydb4 

 

Oracle RMAN Run Blocks 
Oracle RMAN run blocks specify the type of backup to perform, allocate the number of channels that will be used, 
determine where the channels will write data to, control how large the backup sections should be, and specify the 
number of files or sections to allocate to a backup set. Each channel that is allocated will use some amount of 
resources (CPU and memory) from the database server.  
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Having too few channels allocated can reduce overall backup performance. Too many channels might lead to 
unutilized resources being dedicated to the operation. Finding the optimal combination of channels, section size, 
and files per set requires testing and observation of resource utilization during the backups. Performance is 
monitored by analyzing the Oracle RMAN output and observing Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance analytics (discussed 
later in the “Performance Monitoring” section of this document). 

Oracle RMAN Backup Set Run Blocks (Traditional) 

A good starting point for Oracle RMAN backup set operations includes 

» Eight channels distributed evenly across all database servers and both storage controllers 
» A 100 GB section size 
» Three files per backup set 

The example run file below is for a four-node Oracle RAC system running an instance of database mydb on each of 
the database servers. The eight channels are distributed across the four database servers, with each database 
server having one channel writing to the share on storage controller 1 (share1) and one channel writing to the share 
on storage controller 2 (share2). It uses the backup services (defined in the “Configuring Oracle RMAN Backup 
Services” section earlier in this document) with the Oracle RAC scan address to reference the expected instance. 

RUN 

{ 

configure device type disk parallelism 8; 

allocate channel ch1 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac- 

scan/mydb_bkup1' format ‘/zfssa/share1/%U'; 

allocate channel ch2 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup2' format '/zfssa/share1/%U'; 

allocate channel ch3 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup3' format '/zfssa/share1/%U'; 

allocate channel ch4 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup4' format '/zfssa/share1/%U'; 

allocate channel ch5 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup1' format '/zfssa/share2/%U'; 

allocate channel ch6 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup2' format '/zfssa/share2/%U'; 

allocate channel ch7 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup3' format '/zfssa/share2/%U'; 

allocate channel ch8 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup4' format '/zfssa/share2/%U'; 

configure snapshot controlfile name to /zfssa/share1/snapcf_mydb.f’; 

BACKUP AS BACKUPSET  

  SECTION SIZE 100G  

  INCREMENTAL LEVEL 0  

  DATABASE  

  FILESPERSET 3  

  TAG ’BKUP_SUNDAY_L0’; 

} 

Restore run blocks use the same disk channel descriptions as the backup run blocks. 
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Oracle RMAN Incremental Update Run Blocks 

Oracle RMAN image copy does not process the same as an Oracle RMAN backup set. The image copy operations 
have a lower per-channel throughput capacity because they use shared buffers for input and output functions. 
Oracle RMAN spends more time in a wait state in which the shared buffer has not cleared its busy status. In order to 
achieve optimal performance, more channels might be needed. 

The recommended starting point for Oracle RMAN image copy/incremental update backups includes 

» Sixteen channels distributed evenly across all database servers and both storage controllers 
» A 100 GB section size (applicable only to Oracle Database 12c) 

The example run file below is for a four-node Oracle RAC system running an instance of database mydb on each of 
the database servers. The sixteen channels are distributed across the four database servers, with each database 
server having two channels writing to the share on storage controller 1 (share1) and two channels writing to the 
share on storage controller 2 (share2). The incremental updates are written to the extra share (update). It uses the 
backup services (defined in the “Configuring Oracle RMAN Backup Services” section earlier in this document) with 
the Oracle RAC scan address to reference the expected instance. 

RUN 

{ 

configure device type disk parallelism 16; 

allocate channel ch1 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac- 

scan/mydb_bkup1' format‘’/zfssa/share1/%U'; 

allocate channel ch2 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup2' format '/zfssa/share1/%U'; 

allocate channel ch3 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup3' format '/zfssa/share1/%U'; 

allocate channel ch4 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup4' format '/zfssa/share1/%U'; 

allocate channel ch5 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup1' format '/zfssa/share2/%U'; 

allocate channel ch6 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup2' format '/zfssa/share2/%U'; 

allocate channel ch7 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup3' format '/zfssa/share2/%U'; 

allocate channel ch8 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup4' format '/zfssa/share2/%U'; 

allocate channel ch9 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup1' format '/zfssa/share1/%U'; 

allocate channel ch10 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup2' format '/zfssa/share1/%U'; 

allocate channel ch11 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup3' format '/zfssa/share1/%U'; 

allocate channel ch12 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup4' format '/zfssa/share1/%U'; 

allocate channel ch13 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup1' format '/zfssa/share2/%U'; 

allocate channel ch14 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-
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scan/mydb_bkup2' format '/zfssa/share2/%U'; 

allocate channel ch15 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup3' format '/zfssa/share2/%U'; 

allocate channel ch16 device type disk connect 'sys/passwd@rac-

scan/mydb_bkup4' format '/zfssa/share2/%U'; 

RECOVER COPY OF DATABASE 

WITH TAG 'incr_zfs'; 

BACKUP 

  SECTION SIZE 100G  

  INCREMENTAL LEVEL 1 

  FOR RECOVER OF COPY WITH TAG 'incr_zfs' 

  DATABASE format '/zfssa/update/%U'; 

} 

This run block is designed to be executed nightly. Upon initial execution, it creates a level 0 image copy backup of all 
the datafiles in the database. On the second night, it creates a backup set of only the data that was changed within 
the last 24 hours and stores this in the separate share (update). On the third night, it creates a backup set of only the 
data that was changed within the last 24 hours, and then applies the previous nights changed data into the image 
copy. Every subsequent night that the backup is run, it performs the same function of backup up just the data 
changed within the last 24 hours and applying previous changed data to the backup copy. The Oracle RMAN tag 
command is used to track this. 

Restore run blocks use the same disk channel descriptions as the backup run blocks. 

Performance Monitoring 
Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance software includes the advanced DTrace Analytics facility for server analytics so you 
can examine the details of different layers of the storage stack. DTrace Analytics provides real-time graphs of 
various statistics, which can be saved for later viewing. It is designed for both long-term monitoring and short-term 
analysis. 

At the time of installation, the software is initially set to enable a basic set of analytics. However, for Oracle RMAN 
backup and restore monitoring, it is recommended that the full, advanced set of analytics statistics be activated. To 
enable the advanced analytics, navigate to the BUI -> Configuration -> Preferences screen. Select the Make 
available advanced analytics statistics checkbox and click the Apply button. An example Preferences screen 
shot is shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 13. Preferences screen  

Navigate to BUI -> Analytics -> Open Worksheets -> +(Add statistic…) to expose the selection of analytics 
shown in the following figure. 

 
Figure 14. Advanced analytics statistics categories 

Each category includes additional subcategories. For example, NFSv3 bytes has the additional subcategories 
shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure 15. NFSv3 advanced analytics subcategories 
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Some analytics that are relevant to Oracle RMAN backup and restore performance include: 

» CPU: Percent utilization broken down by CPU mode 
» Disk: Average number of I/O operations broken down by type of operation 
» Disk: I/O operations broken down by latency 
» Network: Interface bytes broken down by direction 
» Network: Interface bytes broken down by interface 
» Protocol: NFSv3 operations broken down by size 
» Protocol: NFSv3 operations broken down by client  
» Protocol: NFSv3 operations broken down by share 
» Protocol: NFSv4 operations broken down by size 
» Protocol: NFSv4 operations broken down by client 
» Protocol: NFSv4 operations broken down by share 

The analytics will show only the performance of the storage controller from which the measurement is called. 

Conclusion 
Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance is a high-performance, general-purpose storage system that has been specifically 
tuned for Oracle engineered systems and Oracle software. One of its many integrations is Oracle Recovery 
Manager (Oracle RMAN) backup and recovery using Direct NFS (dNFS). The highly parallel capabilities of dNFS 
combined with the performance capabilities of Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance easily scale to the database backup 
and recovery needs of Oracle Database instances. 
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